The quality of gastroenterological reports based on free text dictation: an evaluation in endoscopy and ultrasonography.
The majority of physicians consider the use of free dictation for medical reports to be essential in many domains. One of the main criticisms of structured data entry is the possible lack of flexibility and completeness. Electronic documentation systems exist for endoscopy and ultrasonography examinations which are based on structured input as well as on free dictation. Endoscopy and ultrasonography reports based on free dictation were evaluated for omissive errors. The data evaluated was drawn from a database of 18,239 gastroscopy and 3,340 colonoscopy reports dictated by 28 physicians over 74 months, and 18,834 ultrasonography reports dictated by 37 physicians over 42 months. The error rates varied from 0% to 41.8% depending upon the particular feature and the particular examination, but were usually below 15%. The results were independent of the experience of the examiner. This study provides baseline measurements of omissive error rates for selected findings in gastrointestinal endoscopy and abdominal ultrasonography which can be used as standards for the development and evaluation of systems for collection of clinical data.